KEY SUCCESS FACTOR
ENERGY & RESOURCE
EFFICIENT EXHAUST &
SUPPLY AIR SYSTEMS
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Your solution for rising energy costs
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OLD EXHAUST AND SUPPLY AIR SYSTEMS WASTE ENERGY

Are you asking yourself how to fulﬁl legal requirements for exhaust air treatment and
reduce operating costs at the same time?
Old supply air systems for example run with primary energies like oil or gas. It is well known
that costs for energy and resources are rising. Many companies avoid investments for an
upgrade of their exhaust or supply air system with a modern energy eﬃcient system as they
are not aware of how much they money they can save. Let us show you in detail how much
your company can save, let us calculate your individual investment costs and payback
period. We can also inform you about public funding.
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WE CLOSE YOUR ENERGY CYCLE

Improving your energy eﬃciency is a key success factor for your company. Highly eﬃcient
exhaust and supply air systems don't only meet legal requirements but also save real money,
reduce CO2 emissions, assume many useful functions and strengthen your company's competitiveness. We combine systems, minimize losses and recover invested energy. Our innovative
systems provide heat energy and process cooling and save resources, e. g. fresh water. Thus
we can increase your proﬁt considerably.
The return of the investment for your system is very short due to saved energy costs. Short
payback periods can be even more reduced by various public funding programs. Use the latest
developments in terms of energy eﬃciency for your company. We are happy to help you.

Let us show you
how much you can save
and inform you about
public funding.
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